Description

test fails in kdump_and_crash Leap15.1 ppc64le killed by OOM
and no memory increase before that.

may be a consequence of last PR#7013
* [github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/7013/files](https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/7013/files)
* may be a typo in check_screen 'current-kdmup-mem-size'
  but no needle with current-kdmp-mem-size or current-kdmup-mem-size in needle master branch.

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.1-DVD-ppc64le-extra_tests_in_textmode@ppc64le fails in kdump_and_crash

Test suite description

Maintainer: [okurz@suse.de](mailto:okurz@suse.de)

Mainly console extratest.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 125.1

Expected result

Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: [latest](mailto:latest)

History

#1 - 22/03/2019 12:11 pm - pcervinka
- Subject changed from test fails in kdump_and_crash Leap15.1 ppc64le killed by OOM to [qam][blue] test fails in kdump_and_crash Leap15.1 ppc64le killed by OOM
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to pcervinka

#2 - 22/03/2019 01:42 pm - zluo

sorry for typo of needle name. but the needle is master: kdump_and_crash-current-kdmp-mem-size-20190312
@zluo the needle which you have created was only for sles on openqa.suse.de, I created needle for opensuse, kdump_and_crash-current-kdmup-mem-size-20190322.

Failure related to missing needle is fixed now: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/889317#step/kdump_and_crash/25.

needles on ooo were created.